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This guide is a quick introduction for new users. It does not cover all features within LocatorHub, such as 
using the API. 
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Introduction 

LocatorHub is a powerful Location Management System for maintaining and searching location-based 
datasets, including common UK datasets such as the National Land and Property Gazetteer (NLPG) and 

OS Address-Point. 

It is scalable and extensible, providing powerful gazetteering, data validation, data cleansing, geocoding 

and high performance address searching. It can search multiple datasets, merging the results and 
returning the most appropriate address.  

There are three main components of LocatorHub: 

 Dashboard: For importing and exporting datasets, publishing locators, managing gazetteers, and 

batch geocoding and reverse geocoding. It is primarily for system and gazetteer administrators. 

 Editor: For maintaining and editing gazetteers to create and amend data, including pinpointing 

locations on maps.  

 LTS (Location Transformation Suite): An extension to LocatorHub which provides data validation and 

cleansing as well as interactive geocoding, reverse geocoding and data rectification. 

After creating a locator, you can use the right click Copy and Paste options to use it elsewhere in 

LocatorHub, e.g. from Editor to LTS. 

LocatorHub is seamlessly integrated into the organisation, providing a single, consistent gazetteer 

resource for all to consume. 

Locators are provided for specific datasets using the datasets’ native schema and all the locators are built 

using the standard LocatorHub API. The LocatorHub framework can be extended to consume any dataset 
with a spatial location by creating a LocatorHub locator. Webservice-aware applications can use the 
gazetteering capabilities and there is a simple well-documented API for other architectures.  

LocatorHub locators can also be consumed in ArcGIS for Desktop via the Locator Toolbar – available as 

part of ProductivitySuite. 

LocatorHub Dashboard 

The LocatorHub Dashboard is a data loading, management and administration tool for configuring web 
services and .NET or web applications. 

LocatorHub is configured using the Dashboard interface to define which locators are made available 

through the web service. The Dashboard also allows you to define coordinate conversion plug-ins (to 

convert results to a different coordinate system from the source), and a cache engine (to optimise the 
web service in larger scale deployments). 

You can also use the Dashboard to define configuration sections for .NET applications or websites.  

 

Start the LocatorHub Dashboard 

1. Click on the Start menu. 

2. Navigate to All Programs | ESRI (UK) | LocatorHub | LocatorHub Dashboard. 

3. Select Data Loading (see screenshot below) or one of the other options in the list, such as 
importing to an editable gazetteer. 

Loading Data 

Published datasets are supplied in a wide variety of data formats. The Dashboard provides the facilities 
for loading particular datasets, and 'cooking' them into a format more efficient for data matching, which 

significantly increases the success rate of matches. The cooking process typically involves: 

 Ensuring the data is in the optimal format for matching (e.g. removing punctuation, capitalisation 
and double spaces). 

 Enriching the data (providing alternative descriptions or words for individual entries). 

The Dashboard includes tools for loading data based on a variety of standard formats, including but not 
limited to, NLPG, AddressBase and OSNI Pointer®Plus. These can be combined with data enrichment files 

during loading, and there is a robust logging and rejects-management system to determine how 
successful the process was and whether it can be improved. 
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Testing 

To validate any data loaded by the Dashboard, it needs to be tested. Testing is important as you check 

the loaded datasets in a variety of ways and monitor and analyse the performance of each dataset before 
implementing any locators. This can save development and implementation time. 

Once a locator has been added to the Dashboard, it is ready to be tested. You can do this through 

‘Informational tests’ and ‘Direct tests’. 

 Informational tests can be used to query the locator for information about what it can do and how 
it is set up. 

 Direct tests can be performed by entering information, running it against the data and reviewing 
the returned information for anomalies. 

In the Dashboard, access testing by selecting the Test Locator tab: 

 

View Capabilities 

What a locator can do is determined by its capabilities. This tab gives an overview of what the locator 
returns when queried for its capabilities. The results are usually constrained by the dataset the locator is 
used against. 

View Configuration 

The configuration of a locator is important since it determines how you connect to it in applications and 
programming environments. Incorrect configuration is often the reason why locators do not perform 
correctly or do not connect to the underlying information. This test view gives an XML view of the 

configuration details of a particular locator. 
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Testing Details 

Each locator has a number of capabilities that you can test. For each capability, you can view the test 

response in a number of ways: 

 View Results: This shows the returned values for any direct test. 

 View Statistics: This shows statistics such as execution time and bytes of data returned. 

 View Raw Information: This shows the exact data returned from any test. 

 View XML Information: This shows the data returned from any match, formatted as XML. 

Testing Different kinds of LocatorHub Services 

Match Against Locator 

1. Click on the Match tab. 

2. Choose the appropriate Target from the drop-down list. 

3. In the text box labelled Find, enter the string value you wish to match against the locator. 

4. If you want to use fuzzy matching to generate the candidate matches, check the Fuzzy box. 

5. Once you have entered the required information, click the Match button to perform the search. 

6. If a set of candidate values has been returned but not an exact match, choose a value to drill 
down into. 

7. Use the Back button to move back up the candidate values after drilling down. 

8. Use the Test details tabs (described above) to analyse the results. 

Geocode Against Locator 

Geocode finds the X,Y coordinates of an address. 

1. Click on the Geocode tab. 

2. Choose the appropriate Target from the drop-down list. 

3. In the text box labelled Find, enter the string value you wish to match against the locator. 

4. If you want to use fuzzy matching to generate a match for geocoding, check the Fuzzy box. 

5. Once you have entered the required information, click the Geocode button to perform the search. 

6. Use the Test details tabs to analyse the results. 

Reverse Geocode Against Locator 

Reverse geocode finds the address based on its X,Y coordinates. 

1. Click on the Reverse Geocode tab. 

2. Choose the appropriate Target from the drop-down list. 

3. Enter the X and Y coordinates of the location for which you want to find the address. 

4. Specify the Search radius in metres (default 10m), i.e. the distance from the geocode for which 
you want to search for addresses. 

5. Specify the Maximum records you want to be returned (default 1). 

6. Once you have entered the required information, click the Reverse Geocode button to perform 
the search. 

7. Use the Test details tabs to analyse the results. 

Lookup Against Locator 

1. Click on the Lookup tab. 

2. Choose the appropriate Target from the drop-down list. 

3. In the text box labelled Identifier, enter the string value you wish to look up against the locator. 

4. Once you have entered the required information, click the Lookup button to perform the search. 

5. Use the Test details tabs to analyse the results. 

Rectify Against Locator 

Rectification extracts attribute data, such as IDs. 

1. Click on the Rectify tab. 

2. Choose the appropriate Target from the drop-down list. 

3. In the text box labelled Find, enter the string value you want to match against the locator. 

4. If you want to use fuzzy matching to generate a match for rectification, check the Fuzzy box. 

5. Once you have entered the required information, click the Rectify button to perform the search. 

6. Use the Test details tabs to analyse the results. 
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Batch Geocoding, Reverse Geocoding and Rectification 

To geocode, reverse geocode or rectify data, select Data Management, expand the TOC options under 

Geocoding and Data Rectification, then choose the relevant option. (Use the LTS for interactive versions.) 

Data Source 

1. Click on Source Connection. A dialog will appear offering you a choice of sources: CSV or tab-
delimited text files; or Oracle, Access or SQL Server databases. 

2. Select the database table that contains your data. If you picked a text file for your connection, 
you will be prompted for its location. 

3. Choose the Location Field(s) in the file or database table. To select the fields which correspond to 

the address elements, double-click each one. This adds it to a list, automatically embedding the 
field name in square brackets, and inserting a space after it. Note that fields in the list must be 
separated by either a comma or a space. 

4. For Reverse Geocode, you can also specify a coordinate system. 

Source Locator 

1. Click Locator to choose the locator to use to geocode, reverse geocode or rectify your data. Direct 
connect is more efficient (a hub connection generates network traffic during batch operations). 

You can include Group Merge and Cascade Locators, although duplicate addresses will be ignored, 
so you won't be able to improve accuracy by merging two Locators that contain data for the same 
area. 

2. Enter a score threshold below which results will not be matched. 

3. Pick a Target, i.e. to define which locator capabilities to use. 

Options (Reverse Geocode only) 

1. Type a Search Radius, i.e. the distance from the geocode for which you want to search for 
addresses. 

2. Select Distance Units in which the Search Radius is measured. 

3. Specify the Maximum Records that you want returned from those found within the specified 
radius. The default is 1, which will return the nearest neighbour. 

4. Select Maximum Records Configuration from the drop-down. This relates to multiple locations 
with the same coordinates, e.g. flats. 

Destination 

1. Click on Destination Connection. A dialog will offer you a choice of destinations for your geocoded, 

reverse geocoded or rectified data: a CSV or tab-delimited text file; or an Oracle, Access or SQL 
Server database. 

2. Select the database table that contains your data. If you picked a text file for your connection, 
you will be prompted for its location. If you picked a database, do not choose the same table for 
your destination as you did for your source. However, you can define a new table: clicking on the 
Go button will define fields based on the source data. If you are performing data rectification, you 
will be able to add extra fields to import extra LOCATOR_ fields (see Introduction). 

3. Click on Field Mappings to map the output from your geocoding, reverse geocoding or rectification 
process to the columns in your target database table. Clicking on Go will match fields that have 

the same name. If you chose a text file as the destination, this will determine the order the data 
is output.  
The following field mapping should be set up to enable coordinates and matching scores to be 
copied to the destination data: 
 Destination : Source 
 X : @@@ GEOCODE X 
 Y : @@@ GEOCODE Y 

 SCORE : @@@ SCORE 

If you are importing LOCATOR_ fields (see Introduction), the mapping should be set up as 
follows: 
 Destination : Source 
 DATASET_ID : @@@ DATASET ID 

4. Specify a Rejects File for any addresses that cannot be reverse geocoded. 

5. For Reverse Geocode, you can select Output Coordination System. 

Action 

1. Specify whether to use parallel processing, define the log file path, and select the operation (e.g. 
Run Geocode) from the dropdown list. 
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LocatorHub Editor 

There are many gazetteer management functions available through the LocatorHub Editor. It gives you 
the ability to add, modify and delete addresses including aliases, non-addressable locations (such as 
Platform 3 Kings Cross Station or The Bandstand Hyde Park) and to maintain geometries. 

For example, you can capture and maintain your own addresses which are potentially publishable to 

consumers of the data. You could use the LocatorHub Editor to capture and maintain corrections and 
additions alongside an existing published dataset such as AddressBase Premium or NLPG. This enables 

you to keep data up to date whilst awaiting COU for the published dataset. 

Start the LocatorHub Editor 

1. Click on the Start menu. 

2. Navigate to All Programs | ESRI (UK) | LocatorHub | LocatorHub Editor. 

 

Using the Editor Interface 

To display the main menu, open the LocatorHub Editor and select the top left LocatorHub button: 

 

Editor Main Menu 

The options on the main menu are as follows: 

 

 New Connection: Creates a 
connection to another editable 
gazetteer.  

 Log Off: Closes the connection to 
the current gazetteer. 

 Open: Opens a location document. 

 Save: Opens the Save Changes 
screen. 

 Change Password: Lets you change 

the password you use to connect to 
the editable gazetteer. 

 Administration: Lets you create 
and manage user profiles. 

 Close: Closes the current location 
document. 

 Options: Opens a new tab where 
you can configure options. 

 Exit: Closes the Editor. 
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The Editor Ribbon 

The Ribbon is designed to help you quickly find the commands that you need to complete a task. 
Commands are organised in logical groups, which are collected together under tabs. 

Each tab relates to a type of activity, such as those related to the current location document, editing or 
navigation. 

 

Note: The example above is for a BS7666 editable gazetteer, which includes Candidate Processing.  

Help Menu 

To open the help file, click the help icon at the top right of the application:  

The Editor Welcome Screen 

This displays Connection information (which may be blank), or Status, including gazetteer name if there 

is already a connection to an editable gazetteer. It also has an area for messages. 

Create a New Location Document 

There are various kinds of location documents that the Editor can deal with: UK Postal Address style; 

BS7666 BLPU style; BS7666 Street style; and AddressBase Premium style. 

The steps below are for creating a UK Postal Address style location document, but the process is similar 
for each kind of document: 

1. Make a connection to the UK Postal Address style editable gazetteer. 

2. Click New Address on the ribbon to create a new blank location document. 

3. Enter the location details into the form details tab. A location, security level and document source 
must be set for the entire location document. 

4. Enter the address field values for the new location. Note: it is possible to have multiple aliases for 
a particular location and each must have at least one address. 

5. Each address/subsequent alias must contain an alias type, language and security level. These 

fields are set by choosing from a drop-down list of list values defined when the editable gazetteer 
was created in the Dashboard. 

6. Click on Show Map to enter the appropriate location on the map. The map service is configured 
for the editable gazetteer on its creation through the LocatorHub Dashboard. 

7. Click Save from the ribbon. 

Editing a Location Document 

Editing functions include the following (see the help for details): 

 Define location on the map  

 Link to associated gazetteers  

 View edit history of the location document  

 Open/edit an existing location document  

 Save a location document  

 Cloning and Copying Location Documents and Aliases  

 Delete or reload a location document  

 Search for a location document or Proposed record search  

 Accept or reject proposed changes  

 Maps in the Editor can show locations on a map 
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Location Transformation Suite (LTS) 

The LTS is a set of tools for interactive geocoding, reverse geocoding, rectification and data cleansing and 
validation. It supports data files in CSV (comma separated values) format. It comprises tasks and built in 
functions, including ones for adding columns, changing values and transforming data. Some, such as 
Validate, Split and Format, are provided with an editable rule set (comprising regular expressions). 

LTS projects can be shared between users and all processes can be annotated, reviewed, branched or 
modified (cleaned and validated). 

Although it is designed so that you can cleanse and validate data before importing it into the Dashboard, 

it is independent of the Dashboard. However, the Geocode, Rectify, Reverse Geocode and Lookup tasks 
require configured Locators to work against, which can be any of those supported by LocatorHub. 

Starting the LocatorHub LTS 

1. Click on the Start menu. 

2. Navigate to All Programs | ESRI (UK) | LocatorHub | LocatorHub Transformation Suite. 

 

Using the LTS Interface 

To display the main menu, open the LocatorHub Transformation Suite and select the top left LocatorHub 
button: 

 

LTS Main Menu 

The options on the main menu are as follows: 

 

 

 Import – Imports CSV file to perform tasks 
on. 

 New Project – To create a new project. 

 Open Project – Opens an existing project. 

 Save Project – Saves the current project 

 Options: Lets you configure options. 

 Exit: Closes the Editor. 

 

The LTS Ribbon 

The Ribbon is designed to help you quickly find the commands that you need to complete a task. 
Commands are organised in logical groups, which are collected together under tabs. 
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Each tab relates to a type of activity, such as those related to the project, data and manipulation tasks. 

 

Help Menu 

To open the help file, click the help icon at the top right of the application:  

Project Panel TOC 

Each project relates to the datasets imported into it and all the edits made to them. The Projects panel 
lists the currently open project with a hierarchical tree/TOC of the datasets and amended versions of it. 
Double click on a file to open it in a new tab in the main panel (by the Welcome tab). 

The Welcome Tab 

This has areas to open an existing project and create new projects. When you open a data file, it will be 
displayed in a new tab in this area. You can close other tabs opened in this area (by clicking the X at the 

far right), but not the Welcome tab itself. 

There is also an area for Messages, with clickable links to further details. 

Task Panel 

When you select a task from the ribbon, a new panel will open with fields and text boxes etc for its 
parameters etc. These are explained on the help page for each task.  

Workflow 

The basic workflow is: 

1. Create/open a project.  

2. Import a data file. 

3. Use tasks to edit the data. 

4. LTS keeps an audit trail of all the destination files and log files created in this session, and lists 
them in the Projects panel. To save them in the project folder, click Save Project, either from the 
ribbon or the LocatorHub button.  

5. To save a version of the data file that includes your edits, you must export it.  

6. Close LTS.  

7. The data file can then be imported into LocatorHub Dashboard.  

LTS Tasks 

The LTS allows data to be viewed and edited in a grid. Column headers can be clicked for easy sorting 
and filtering and formatting functions applied. The following operations can be used to clean and validate 

the data: 

 Manual Editing 
You can open a validated data file, start editing and then add and delete rows and columns, edit 
individual fields and column names and interactively update data. When finished, you stop editing 

and save the data as a new table. Every batch of edits is saved in a new level in the Projects 
panel, providing a detailed audit trail. 

 Split a Column (rules) 
Lets you split a column into two or more columns. You can use a standard delimiter (e.g. 
comma) or standard rules built into the LTS (e.g. to split a postcode into incode and outcode). 
Simple address splitting is provided.  

 Format Columns (rules) 
Enables you to format columns into standard formats, such as postcodes. You can also adjust 
how numbers are output, e.g. to allow conversion from 1, 2, 3... 100 to 001, 002, 003... 100, 
enforce upper case or convert phone numbers to international format. (The rules are defined in a 
file supplied with the LTS.) 

 Merge Columns  
Merges two or more columns into a single column that will be appended to the far right of the 
table. (You can delete the original two columns if you like.) 
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 Replace String with Another  
Replaces one string with another, e.g. replaces "Rd" with "Road" in a specified column. Each 

replacement applies to a particular column, so for example, you can ensure that Rd in a postcode 
will not be replaced, but Rd in a different address field will be. 

 Validate Task (rules) 
Enables data validation of a column by applying a rule, such as ensuring postcodes or building 
names conform to the relevant standards, using standard rules built into the LTS.  

 Geocode, Rectify, Reverse Geocode  
Use the LTS for interactive geocoding, reverse geocoding and rectification (use the Dashboard for 
batch processing). While the initial dataset is being worked on by the matching engine, failed 

matches can be selected, edited and re-searched to find matches. subsequent matches can either 
be approved or rejected. You can also use fuzzy matching to improve results. All three use similar 
fields and panels, though each is a separate process. 

 Lookup 
To search for a location in the dataset, using its locator ID (unique identifier) and to populate a 
table with the address or location columns associated with that locator ID. 

 Append Dataset  
Appends one dataset to another, e.g. after filtering into several datasets. It is also useful if you 
have a failed geocode, make corrections and then want to add corrected records back in the main 

file. You can map columns from the dataset to be appended to the columns in the existing 
dataset. Any columns that are not mapped will be discarded.  

 Filter Dataset  
Filters remove records that do not meet criteria such as whether a particular column is null or 

contains a value that matches one specified. The result is two files: one containing records that 
match the filter and one containing non-matching records. You could use this to split a dataset, 
e.g. by council ward, and then after further checking by the relevant department, recombine the 
datasets using Append. 

Note: For each task, you can record comments. You can also view failures in a separate table. 


